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Activities in Urban Environments
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This work describes the design of a smartphone-based
game that aims to increase children’s outdoor activity
through location-based interactions. In the game,
players have to physically go outside, find real trees,
and interact with them using their smartphones in order
to keep the game's character (a timber worm) alive.
First evaluation results show that children enjoyed
playing and increased their outdoor activity.
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Introduction
One key reason for childhood obesity is lack of physical
activity [10]. Various mobile apps have consequently
sought to motivate children for outdoor activity [2,4,5].
To extend prior works that also addressed this problem
in a playful way, this work contributes the description of
a novel, mobile, location-based, smartphone game
called Woody. Our design rationale is to combine
playful, “fun” experiences with outdoor activity and to
raise awareness about trees in an urban environment.
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nature in urban areas amongst children aged between
six to thirteen years. Location-based interactions with
trees are combined with educational information about
them. In the game, players take care of a virtual
companion, a timber worm called Woody (see Figure 1).
They have to find and frequent real trees in the cities of
Vienna and Linz (Austria) in order to replenish the
timber worm's food supply and energy. The current GPS
position of a player's smartphone is compared to the
locations of trees (based on data from an open data
catalog). If a tree is present within a close range, the
player can interact by executing one of three distinct
gestures (see Figure 2). The Send gesture is performed
by pushing the smartphone diagonally upwards to send
Woody to a tree to replenish his energy instantly. This
does not harm the tree. Players get the chance to gain
new seeds for replanting trees. To perform the Chop
gesture, players swing their smartphone like an axe to
cut down a tree. This harms the tree, but yields food for
storage. Lastly, players can perform the plant gesture
by turning the smartphone upside down to drop seeds
to replant a tree.

The game was evaluated with school children in a
realistic setting with promising results.

Related Work

Figure 1: Screenshot of the
location-based smartphone game
Woody presented in this paper.
The figure shows the game’s
main character (a timber worm)
and a nearby-located tree that
players can interact with.

Prior work has introduced complementary physical
activity to the normally sedentary activity of gaming
[2]. This includes a growing number of mobile games
that transferred virtual gaming experiences into the real
world [3,5]. More akin to this work, further games
aimed at motivating young audiences through locationbased experiences – for example, BunnyBolt [4], an
interactive, maps-driven exercise game, as well as
HeartBeat [8], an adaption of Capture-the-Flag. Another
example includes Can You See Me Now [1], a catch
game involving online-players and players on the street.
The (virtually present) former are chased by the latter
across the city. In a similar way, Catchbob [6] allows
players to form groups of three to find virtual objects
and “catch” them by forming an enclosing triangle with
their smartphones. Tiensyrjä et al. [9] designed and
evaluated a location-based multiplayer game. Rogers et
al. [7] and Yang et al. [11] used ubiquitous technologies
to create a gameful outdoor learning environment. To
continue and extend prior work, our approach
investigates a location-based, mobile game within an
educational context. Persuasive design elements are
used to foster outdoor activity. Additional distinct
characteristics are direct interactions with physical
objects (i.e., trees) and the use of a virtual companion
to motivate long-term, sustained gameplay and
corresponding physical activity.

The above actions allow for different game strategies.
Players can feed Woody by sending him to a tree to eat
some wood without doing any further harm, but only by
cutting down a tree they can replenish a food storage,
allowing Woody to survive for up to four days without
any further user actions. When Woody runs out of
wood, a notification is sent to the player. Depending on
a player's chosen strategy, Woody will either turn into a
good or evil game character. The visual appearance of
Woody reflects his attitude, as shown in Figure 3.
Gameplay mechanics are also adapted. For instance,
developing a good attitude increases the probability of
getting new seeds when sending Woody to a tree.

Design of Woody
A novel game for Android smartphones called Woody
was designed and developed to increase outdoor activity
and boost awareness and knowledge about trees and
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(location-independent) with any trees on the map.
Google Analytics was used to collect quantitative data
about game activities (players’ actions), including the
number of app launches, the number of game actions
performed (i.e. the “chop”, “plant”, and “send”
gestures, the use of the tree database “Treepedia”) as
well as the durations of each gaming session. The study
also employed pre- and post-test questionnaires and
group interviews to gather qualitative data.

Players can replant chopped down trees in order to
preserve the tree population. They will discover that
chopping down all trees in their surrounding areas
makes it more difficult to gather new food for Woody.
These game dynamics are intended to encourage
children to think about sustainability, nature, and
resource management in urban areas.

Figure 2: Distinct gestures for
interacting with a tree. Players
can “send” Woody to a tree by
pushing the smartphone
diagonally upwards, “chop” a tree
by swinging it, or “plant” new
trees by turning it upside down.

To discover and learn about nearby trees, background
information is provided to players: Tapping on Woody
will display random facts about trees, nature and the
environment. Players can also explore their surrounding
area by using a map view. Trees displayed on the map
are classified into three types depending on their rarity
of occurrence: Common, rare and special (very rare).
Rare and special trees grant additional food (chop
gesture) and a higher chance to get new seeds (send
gesture). Additional information about each tree
(including the species, age, diameter and height) is
displayed when tapping on it. A tree database (called
“Treepedia”, see Figure 4) with accurate data of about
150.000 trees located in the cities of Vienna and Linz
(Austria) – including all listed species – complements
the game’s educational intent.

Results and Discussion
Overall qualitative feedback to Woody was very positive
and validates our fundamental game design decisions.
Children actively and voluntarily played both variants of
the game and stated that they enjoyed playing. 15 of
the 38 participants enthusiastically shared ideas on how
to further improve the game. Children of the outdoor
variant stated that playing Woody altered their behavior
– e.g. some children were willing to take a detour on
their way home from school to play the game. Children
playing the location-independent control condition
stated that they mostly chose not to play outside but
reflected that they would have preferred to do so.
Quantitative results revealed significantly higher levels
of activity (p<0.001) amongst players of the outdoor
variant compared to the indoor variant. The daily
amounts of activity of indoor vs. outdoor players are
shown in Figure 5. Data indicates that the outdoor
variant’s location-based design was not seen as a
demotivating restriction. Instead, it appeared to
motivate children towards even more game activity and
therefore more time spent outdoors. This explanation is
also supported by outcomes of the group discussions.

Evaluation

Figure 3: The visual appearance
of Woody changes based on the
player’s game strategy. From left
to right: Evil, neutral and good
attitude.

An empirical study was conducted to evaluate our
design decisions, to investigate children’s playing
experiences in a realistic setting, and to measure
Woody’s influence on outdoor activity. A total of 38
school children (16m/22f) between 11 and 12 years
played Woody over a period of 12 days. They were split
into two equally sized groups: The “outdoor” group
(10m/9f) played the location-based variant of Woody.
The “indoor” group (12m/7f) served as control condition
where children could stay indoors while playing
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Future work is planned to rigorously evaluate the game
in a larger study. Interesting research questions
concern the user experience provided by the game,
choices of game strategy, long-term behavioral effects
of playing Woody, as well as effects on children’s
awareness of environmental issues.
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